**Pansy’s Posies**

ROBIN PICKENS

OCTOBER DELIVERY

Let your spirit and creativity bloom!

Queen Size 96” x 96”

Lap Size 66” x 66” FQ Friendly

Both Sizes included in the pattern! Other versions made with LCs also available.

RPQP PF143  Pansy Face

“Pensée” in French, “pansy” means “thought.”

Deeply dramatic, simple and cheery, their deep, rich purple color gives them a royal presence, and commands attention. Pansy’s Posies has these lovely blooms on the main print, and in a print that plays like a toile. There are birds, spring springs, a sketched plaid, and a new Dotty Thatched for an extra spot of texture.

Flowers are the focus of the new quilts, the flower-filled, Pansy Face, and the modern Runway Strut. Both can be made with pre-cuts or yardage.
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48720 Asst. 15 Frs. 10 AB F8 JR LC MC PP OCTOBER DELIVERY

- 28 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton

JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs include 28 skus plus two each of 48720, 48721, 48722-13 and 48723.